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MacAnatomy i9 an atlas of human anatomy~ in MacPaint format~ that can easily be modified and incorporated into teaching materials~ Anatomical details are presented as line drawings with an extensive use of Mac Paint techniques for emphasisMllustrations can be printed with or without identifying labels and used for testing or for study guidesMdeal for creating educational handouts with customized comments and for including illustrations in reports and patient informationfor easier understanding of complex concepts and procedures~

Requires~


4 Volume Set
Price~
Catalog ~


Individual
Volume 1

Price~
Catalog

Volume 2

Price~
Catalog

Volume 3
Price~
Catalog

Volume 4

Price~
Catalog

   Mac 512K
   Paint program


   ~349~00
   560~0173


Volumes head~ neck~ abdomen~ pelvis~ Gl tract ~95~00 560~0174

heart~ lungs~ thoracic cavity~ nervous sys~ ~95~00 560~0175

   limbs ~2 disk set~
   ~95~00
   560~0176

skeleton~ misc~ joints cross sections ~95~00 560~0177
 then a quiz on the material covered~ Detailed graphics are included in the review material for better comprehem3iom Developed by emergency medical instructors

l~equires~	Mac Plus or IBM
Price~	~49~95 each

Respiratory
Catalog ~	Mac	560~0383
	IBM	565~0383

Circulatory
Catalog~	Mac	560~0385
	IBM	565~0385

and based on actual course material~



	Nervous
	CalaR~g ~	Mac	560~0384
		IBM	565~0X84

	All 3
	Catalog ~	Mac	560~0386
		IBM	565~0386
	Price~	~129~95

'1'~. .

LifeART Super Anatomy Collection

~I~e LifeArt Super Anatomy Collection contains over 150 original full color images, plus the same images in gray tones and line art giving you more than 300 additional image variations for a total of more than 450 images. A versatile utility the LifeART Transverter is included in every package and increases the number of popular applications packages which are compatible. On the Mac you can now import LifeART images into graphic and many word processing programs that import a PICT file. The images are very detailed and the user has the ability to ungroup certain images to show sublevel~ of detail. An installation utility enables the user to load images in batches rather than one by one. The topics covered include external body views, skeleton, joints and muscles, head and neck includ ing the special senses, the circulatory, respiratory, nervous, urinary, reproductive, digestive and endocrine systems.

Requires:


Catalog #: Special Price:

Mac Plus PostScript compatible software and printer recommended. 560-0626 $1 99.00
~
3 Basic
   Biochemistry

Animated metabolism tutorials designed to enhance classroom instruction with multimedia interactive learning. Developed in conjunction with the University of California at Irvine and the Loma Linda School of Medicine. Also includes tests. After completing the test, you may grade the test, print the score, and review the correct test answers with references from Stryer's Bioohen~istr~.

Requires:


Price:

Overview of M

	 Mac 11
	 2 MB
	 2.5 MB on hard drive
	 $39.95 each

	'etabolism
Catalog #:	 560-0443

Glucose Metabolism Catalog #:

TCA Cycle Catalog #:

Fatty Acid Met, Catalog #:

Urea Cycle Catalog #:

560-0471


5~)0-0472

abolism
 560-0473



 560-0474
These interactlve tutorials are designed to provide a review for the EMT student as well as paramedics~ fire Rghters~ and instructors of emergency medical training courses~
Tutorials are available for the respiratory system~ the nervous system and the circulatory system~ Rach tutorial consists of an anatomy and physiology review~ a glossary of key terms~ a review of the emergency non~litions related to the sDecific bodv svstem and


Draw one circle and the fun begins. You can drop it, hurl it, roll it, bounce it, slide it, spin it, swing it from A

Interactive Phys i cs









string, or hang it from a spring. You can apply constant forces and torques. You can vary mass, gravity, friction, elasticity, and air resistance. And you can observe the motion again and again, fast or slow, forward or backward, and with or without visible velocity vectors. With that one circle, you've got a semester's worth of clear demonstrations and hands-on experiments. Now add another circle to investigate collisions and coupled harmonic motion. Or add five more circles...or squares...or triangles...or a simulated automobile. The possibilities are endless. You can monitor t 7 different variables in a variety of formats. Interactive Physics comes with a clear user's guide, dozens of ready to run experiments, and a comprehensive teacher's curriculum guide. Fifty-two activities present the major topics of Newtonian mechanics, with step-by-step instructions, student worksheets, questions, and complete notes for the teacher.

Requires: Price: Catalog #:


!~ Fun

 Fun PhysR

        Mac Plus
        $399.00
        560-01 54


Physics

~s allows users to build, create and explore physics experiments in a 2D world. The software lets users draw objects on a Macintosh screen (circles, squares, polygons), define motion parameters for each object (mass, elasticity, velocity), set the experimental environment (gravity), and then immediately 'run' the experiment simulating how the objects would interact in reality.

Requires: Price: Catalog #:

Mac Plus
$99.00
560-0586
~ MacChemistry

MacChemistry eonsists of four easy-to-use programs developed to enhance chemistry instruction. Intrinsic to the package is an advanced ChemFont with a full array of chemical signs and symbols to help create professional documents with technical notations.

ChemLab



Periodic Table

Templates



"NEST"



Requires:

Price: Catalog #:

Provides aeids & bases for "on-line" titration experiments.

Volumes of referenee material on-screen.

Access to over 300 quality graphic objects essential to written presentations.

(Nifty Electronic Storage Tray) Create your own emeient indexing system.

Mac 128K printer $1 45.00 560-0 1 79



E~3 Beaker~

An expert system for the studying and problem solving in organic chemistry. Beaker lets students concentrate on reasoning and problem solving and the learning of the language of structural formulas. Beaker lets students pose "what if" questions. Students can use Beaker's drawing tools to produce molecules, then use them on screen in reactions and other analyses. The student can ask Beaker to redraw showing all molecules, give the IUPAC name, show all resonance forms, draw all connectivity isomers, determine molecular weight, supply data on bond length, dipoles, angles hybridization, and oxidation state, and much more.

Requires: Price: Catalog #:

Mac 512Ke

$55.00
560-0339



Bio Phyla is a teaching ald you should not be without. It offers 190 elean 300 dpi graphlcs from protozoans through chordates. Unusual graphlcs Includlng Platyhelmlnths, Cyclostomes, Cnldarlans, and so forth. Use a graphles program to expand, shrlnk, add arrows and labels, as you deslre. The seleetlon of anlmals was ehosed by a Blology teacher of 27 ~i

Requires:


Prlce: Catalog #:

Requlres:


Prlce: Catalog #:

,,ears.

         Mac Plus
         TIFF graphics program
         Hard drive
         $99.00
         560-04~9

         IBM
         TIFF graphlcs program
         Hard drlve
         $99.00
         565-0419



~ Physiology

Anlmated serles of tutorlals deslgned to enhance classroom Instructlon. Anlmatlons (for example, contactlon) help students v~suallze d~fflcult concepts. Developed by the cooperative efforts of Irvine Interactives, Universlty of California at Irvine, Irvine School of Mediclne an. Medlelne.

Requlres: Prlce:

      A Loma Llnda School of


        Mac Plus
        $39.95 each module

Autonomic Nervous System
Catalog #:   560-0477

Cardlovascular System:
~he Heart
Catalog #:   560-0478

Cardlovascular System:
Peripheral Circulation
Catalog #:   560-0479

Cardiovascular System:
Cardlovascular Integratlon
Catalog #:	560-0480




Drawing chemical structures takes less time with Chemlntosh and ChemWindow, because you get more tools. There's an acyclic chain tool that draws in any direction and palette tools that let you create Lewis dots, circled charges and a transition state dagger. You can make one- or two-electron arrowheads, select and move objects in one step, and connect bonds to labels in any number of locations. There are also commands to flip, rotate, join, group and duplicate structures. If you've already pasted your drawing into a Windows or Macintosh word processor and need to make another change, don't worry. You can paste your graphic back into ChemWindow or Chemlntosh with full editing restored. Th software also lets you open an unlimited number of windows so you can work on related projects at the same time. Chemlntosh and ChemWindow follow standard interface guidelines for the use of tools and commands. Beginners need no training. Just open the on-line help an learn as you go. The context-sensitive Help Window shows you how to use palette tools and the Help Pane lists keyboard options for each tool. Mistakes are soon forgotten with a multi-step undo command. On-screen animation shows you what the printer will print. Built-in rulers and a reduced view help you draw, ~:i7.1~ and r,osition ~ r ~r~l

..phics perfectly.

Chemlntosh Requires: Price: Catalog #:

ChemWindow Requires:


Price:
Catalog #:
Educational,

 Mac Plus
 $499.00
 560-0055


IBM Windows 3.0 512K, hard drive Mouse/graphics display $399.00 565-0569 price
 Assoc. Softw.

Requires:

Price: Catalog #:

Requires: Price: Catalog #:

~Site license a~

Periodic Law



Extensive data base of important properties of 103 elements. Students use highlighted Periodic Table displays, graphs, tabulated data and search and sort options to:
• explore periodic and group trends.
• compare the properties of any two elements side by side.
• graph any property in the data b~ against all atomic numbers, or a selected group or period. Two graphs can be displaycd.
• search for all elements meeting one, two or three characteristics.
• Iook up particular values needed fo research or lab work.
• print partial or complete Periodic Tables, graph sets and ordered lists.

Winner of National Science Tearhf~r.
       ~re Award

        IBM
        Graphics card
        $76.00
        565-0566

        Mac Plus
        $72.00
        560-0566

       ~ailable




Level 1: The Basics
Structure and operation of the coded chromosome message that controls the organization of all life. Features building the l)NA molecule from sugars. phosphates and the bases; transcription of mRNA; amino acid codes; protein synthesis via tRNA. mulations and simulation of Iheir effecls. Extensive graphics and interaction.

I,evel 11: Mutations and Protein Structure
Includes the base sequences of two actual genes plus option to enter a custom gene. Mutation by point, addition or deletion can be made to any part of gene. Then normal and mutated genes are compared through; DNA-promoterRNA-amino acid sequence and protein fold structure.

Requires:

Price: Catalog #:

Requires: I'rice: Catalog #:

        IBM
        Graphics card
        $1 1 5.0()
        565-0568

        Mac l'lus
        $ 1 2().00
        560-()568

Site license available



Allows students to discover and master the key concepts of Velocity, Acceleration, Force, Momentum and Friction. Experiments with the inclined plane, free fall and the A-machine allow students to explore motion concepts quickly and easily with or without friction. Results are displayed in (1) normal and slow motion; (~) still snapshots at equal time intervals: (3) graphs of position and velocity; (4) data tables. Print options available.
Velocity and acceleration concepts are instilled by allowing students to ~est hypotheses quickly in light of experimental results. Graph and data interpretation skills are sharpened simultaneouslv. Concept mastery is achieved further bv explorin~


Requires:

Price: Catalog #:

physical motion in another world - where h~ well as in the Newtonian world.

        IBM	Requires:
        Graphics card	Price:
        $137.00	(,atalog #:
        565-0567
Site license available

~avier objects fall faster (Aristotelian) - as


          Mac l'lus

          $1 30.00
          560-0567



Astronomy Lab

Explore the world of Astronomy. Astronomy Lab provides an excellent educational tool for newcomers to astronomy as well as letting seasoned observers review and plan for upcoming astronomical events. The program generates reports, charts and animated graphics. The reports include planet viewing information (rise/set, sky position, elongation, illumination), planet perihelion/aphelion details, planet oppositions and conjunctions, moon apsides, the exact times and durations for seasons, times of solar and lunar eclipses and more. Charts cover length of day, equation of time, sun shadow or analemma figure and many more mechanics of our Solar system. A good tool to explore System.

Requires:

Catalog #: Price:

        the nature of the Solar


        IBM
        EGA, VGA Graphics card
        565-0570
        $59.95


Neural Networks
B. A~uller, Duke University. J. Reinhardt University of F'rankfurt

The authors present the concepts of neural-network models and techniques of parallel distributed processing in a three-step approach that is accompanied with software. After a brief overview of the neural structure of the brain and the history of neural- network modeling, the reader is introduced to "neural" information processing, i.e. associative memory, perceptrons, feature-sensitive networks, learning strategies, and practical applications. Part 2 covers more advanced subjects such as spin classes, the mean-field theory of the Hopfield model, and the space of interactions in neural networks. The self-contained final part discusses seven programs with practical demonstrations of neural network models and their learning strategies. Ample opportunity is given to improve and modify the source co-'

Requires:


Price: Catalog #:

•~es.

IBM TURB0-C 2.0 compiler or compatible $49.95 565-0573
~ Astronomy on the PC
0. Montenhruek and T. Pfl

             eger, Germany

Starting with basic coordinate transformations, the book progresses to more advanced methods for the precise prediction of planetary positions, solar eclipses, and stellar occultations. Introductions to orbit determination and photographic astrometry are also featured. Each chapter includes a concise discussion of the astronomical background and a mathematical treatment of the topic along with a ready-to-use program. Programs are available as source texts to make them readily adaptable to individual interests and needs.

Requires: IBM
Price:     $49.50
Catalog #:   565-0572


~iQuantum
~Mechanics
S. Brandt and H. -K Dahmen, Universitat Siegen, German~

Employs extensive computer graphics to guide students through the quantum mechanics of free particle motion, bound states and scattering tunneling, two-particle interactions, and more. It also includes a section on the special functions of mathematical physics. With nearly 200 problems, the text and program provide readers with practical experiences in using hard-to-visualize concepts such as complex amplitudes, eigenvalues, and scattering cross sections. This is an ideal supplement to more traditional texts, but also can serve as a stand-alone text for a one-semester introductory course.

Requires:

Price: Catalog #:

Requires:



Price: Catalog #:

Mac 11 or SE30
Math coprocessor
$49.50
560-0574

IBM
640Kb
Math coprocessor
Graphics card
PS or I~I'GL printers
$49.50
565-0574
~
GeoDynamics
  Base

                 Data



A comprehensive 1 software resource ' with extensive data on 1,353 volcanoes and 23,000 earthquakes plus mapping options. Includes zoom and cross-section capabilities. Provides you the capability to plot sites of earthquakes and volcanoes on maps of the entire world; a hemisphere; a particular geologic region or any area you choose. Investigate plate boundaries, the interrelationship of earthquakes and volcanoes, and their impact on gl~,

Requires:


I'rice: Catalog #:

~Site license

~bal tectonics.

IBM Graphics card llard drive recommended $ 1 45.00 565-058t

vailablc

~3Hothouse Planet


A high-impact program on a vital issue-the warming of Earth- and what can be done to control the upward spiral of greenhouse gases responsible. Vary the key environmental factors (CO2, Cl14, CFCs and N2,0) and experiment to study potential effects on our planet. They learn how global temperature and sea level are altered by the burning of fossil fuels, the destruction of tropical forests, and the release of trace gases into the atmosphere. Factors beyond human control-volcanic activity and solar irradiance-can also be varied and results assessed. Projeclions and their effects worldwide, for specific regions of North America, and for key lkS. c ities are accessible. Developed in cooperation with NASA/( studies.

Requires: Price: Catalog #:

Requires:

Price: Catalog #;

      Joddard Institute for space


        Mac l'lus
        $7'~.00
        560-0580

        IBM
        Graphics card
        $72.00
        565-0580

Site license available




                        Ordering Inforn~atioll _

How to Order By mail:
• Individuals: Enclose a check or use VISA or MasterCard by filling in the area provided on the order form.

• Institutions: We accept purchase orders from recognized institutions, schools or companies and they qualify for 30 day net payment terms.

By telephone. FAX, and AppleLink:
• For faster service, call our order desk at: 1-800-242-7468. Outside the U.S., 1-619-298-0202.
• Our FAX number is 1-800-800-4540 and our AppleLink number is D0452. Outside the USA 1-619-491-0021.

NOTE: Please indicate disk size and use the assigned catalog number when ordering.

The Chariot Guarantee Your satisfaction is guaranteed on every order. If you're not completely satisfied with the products you select, you may return them to us in resellable condition within 30 days for a credit or refund. Shipping charges are not refundable. Returns without an RGA number cannot be accepted. We do not maintain an inventory of evaluation copies and cannot accept preview orders. Please call our omce for a return goods authorization number (RGA).

Pricing Information All prices are current at the time of catalog printing but prices are subject to change. We will contact you before shipping if prices have increased.

Site licenses A site license is an economical way to purchase an instructional program. The purchase of a site license gives you permission to make as many copies of the disk and documentation as needed at a particular site. A site consists of a school or organization. We ship one copy of the program with reproducible disks and documentation. A site license agreement is sent with the program upon purchase.

Shipping Most orders will be shipped via UPS in 7 to 10 working days from receipt of order. Please indicate if partial shipments are not acceptable. A shipping and handling charge of 5% will be added to the order subtotal. The minimum charge is $2.00. C.O.D. orders must be shipped to a street address (no P.O. Boxes) within the continental U. S. C.O.D. charges will be added to your order.

International Orders We gladly accept international orders but must request that they be charged to either VISA or MasterCard. Unless otherwise instructed, orders will be shipped Air Parcel Post and actual shipping charges will be added to your order. Canadian orders are shipped via UPS or airmail and are charged the same 5% handling charge as domestic orders. If you have any questions about international orders please call or fax.

Comments or Suggestions? Our customers are very important to us and we welcome any comments or suggestions on how we can better serve you. Also, if you know of friends or colleagues who might like to receive their own copy of this catalog, send us their names on a postcard or use the area provided on the back of the order form.

For Information 61 9-298-0202




Chariot Software Group

  To Order
800-242-7468

FAX
800-800-4540

Hours: Pacific Time Zone Monday- Friday 8:00AM to 4:30PM


3659 India Street, Suite 100HE San Diego, CA 92103


